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Fr. Curtis Miller July 2-3, 2022 Homily for the 14 Sunday of Ordinary Time 

 

 This weekend marks the third anniversary of my arrival here at Holy Trinity 

Parish.  Because the Sunday Mass readings follow a three-year cycle, today’s readings 

are the very same ones I preached on during my first weekend of Masses here.  In honor 

of this anniversary, I’ll preach the exact same homily, and I’ll just be delivering re-runs 

from here on out.  (Just kidding.) 

 

 Our first reading from the Book of the Prophet Isaiah is appropriate for this 

weekend because it talks about the people of Israel finding joy in their homeland.  This 

weekend, as we celebrate Independence Day, the Fourth of July, we also take delight in 

our homeland of the United States.  But the reading is significant because the Israelites do 

not begin with joy; at first, they are mourning.  They had been going through a very hard 

time, but through the prophet, God promises to comfort them and restore their prosperity.  

In our own country, we might see this as a time of mourning, with new causes of unrest 

and division cropping up every day. It is God alone Who has the power to pull us up from 

the pits of despair to the heights of joy.   

 

And so when we say, “God bless America,” it’s not just a throwaway line, it’s not 

a boast of our greatness, rather, it’s a prayer asking God for help.  President Lincoln once 

said that “We must disenthrall ourselves, and then we shall save our country.”  In other 

words, we have to free ourselves from certain preconceived notions, such as the 

comfortable idea that America is so great that we can just coast along on the momentum 

of past glories without putting in any more effort.  That kind of complacency was foreign 

to our Founders, who knew that each citizen must strive to be virtuous and work together 

to continue to make “a more perfect union.”  America is a good country, with many great 

opportunities, especially because of the liberties we enjoy, such as freedom of religion.  

But we must remember that our rights don’t just exist so that we can satisfy our own 

selfish ends; they correspond to duties we have, in order to work for the common good. 

 

 We also must remember that neither this country nor any other place on earth is 

our final home.  As St. Augustine said, “The traveler cannot mistake the wayside inn for 

his true home.”  Our true home is with God in Heaven.  That’s why it’s Good News when 

Jesus tells us that the Kingdom of God is at hand.  In God’s Kingdom, we will finally be 

able to rest from our labors.  In Heaven, there will be no more war and division, no more 

loss and sorrow.  There, God will wipe every tear from our eyes and satisfy every longing 

of our hearts.   

 

 This is such good news that it is worth going to extreme measures to spread the 

word.  That’s why Jesus instructs the 72 disciples to travel light and quickly as they 

spread His Gospel message of the coming of the Kingdom.  They were probably the 

twelve Apostles, plus another sixty other disciples from among the crowds that had begun 

to follow Jesus.  Their radical poverty wasn’t just a practical consideration; it was also 
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part of the message.  They showed that they put their faith in no earthly wealth or 

comforts.  They knew that they could depend on God for everything they needed.  So it 

must be for us as we strive to share our faith in Jesus with other people.  No, we don’t 

need to give up our homes and all our possessions (though some people who become 

missionaries or enter religious life do just that).  We just have to live in a way that is 

detached from our possessions.  If people see that we always need the latest gadgets or 

the fanciest possessions, they might doubt us when we tell them that our joy comes from 

God.  We might risk being possessed by our possessions.  But if people see that we don’t 

mind having fewer things that others, and we don’t waste time obsessing about how to 

get more stuff, then they might be curious about how our relationship with God gives us a 

deeper joy than the richest people in the world. 

 

 Next, Jesus sends the 72 out two by two.  Wouldn’t it have been more efficient to 

sent them out one by one, and then cover twice the territory?  No.  Because travelling two 

by two is also part of the message.  No one is saved alone, and Christianity is not about 

ensuring our own individual salvation.  It’s about helping each other find salvation in 

Jesus.  Even the individual monk or hermit is devoted to praying for us all.  Many of you 

are married, so the good news is that God has already sent you our two by two.  Or 

maybe we are joined by another family member or friend.  In these pairs, we practice 

patience, forgiveness, selflessness, and service.  It would almost be easier to be alone 

because these relationships can be trying.  There were fights and divisions even among 

Jesus’ first disciples.  But with God’s help, even our weaknesses and shortcomings can 

become opportunities to show others how God helps us be more merciful and loving. 

 

 Finally, Jesus tells us to go about this task of evangelization in a spirit of prayer.  

Just as we need to be connected to other people to give an authentic witness to our faith, 

so we need even more to be connected to God in prayer.  It is prayer that helps us when 

we’re discouraged and our efforts seem to be amounting to nothing.  This helps us stay 

humble and dependent upon God.  If everything we did was perfect and all our efforts 

were successful, then we might be tempted to think that we were the source of the Gospel 

message, and tragically forget God.  This weekend, we celebrate the Declaration of 

Independence.  Pray is our declaration of dependence on God.  By constantly turning 

back to God, we are renewed and refreshed, and also reminded of our deep need for God.  

When people see how much we need God, then they will be more open to seeking His 

help, too. 

 

 Jesus sent such a large number of people to send the message that the task of 

sharing His Gospel is a task for all of us.  It’s an “all hands on deck” situation.  There can 

be no mere spectators in the Church.  But if we live simply, detached from possessions, 

united to each other in community, and united to God in prayer, then we can be sure that 

we are on the right track, and rejoice that we are following Jesus on the path to our true 

home in His Heavenly Kingdom. 


